Comparing abundance distributions and range maps in spatial conservation planning for migratory species.
Most spatial conservation planning for wide-ranging or migratory species is constrained by poor knowledge of species' spatio-temporal dynamics and is only based upon static species' ranges. However, species have substantial variation in abundance across their range and migratory species have important spatio-temporal population dynamics. With growing ecological data and advancing analytics both of these can be estimated and incorporated into spatial conservation planning. However, there is limited information on the degree to which including this information affects conservation planning. We compared the performance of systematic conservation prioritizations for different scenarios based on varying the input species' distributions by ecological metric (abundance distributions versus range maps) and temporal sampling resolution (quarterly, monthly, or weekly). We used the example of a community of 41 species of migratory shorebirds that breed in North America and we used eBird data to produce weekly estimates of species' abundances and ranges. Abundance distributions at a monthly or weekly resolution led to prioritizations that most efficiently protected species throughout the full annual cycle. Conversely, spatial prioritizations based on species' ranges required more sites and left most species insufficiently protected for at least part of their annual cycle. Prioritizations with only quarterly species ranges were very inefficient as they needed to target 40% of species' ranges to include 10% of populations. We highlight the high value of abundance information for spatial conservation planning, which leads to more efficient and effective spatial prioritization for conservation. Overall, we provide evidence that spatial conservation planning for wide-ranging migratory species is most robust and efficient when informed by species' abundance information from the full annual cycle.